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The present paper introduces a new kind of representation for the potentials in a Bayesian
network: binary probability trees. They enable the representation of context-speciﬁc inde-
pendences in more detail than probability trees. This enhanced capability leads to more
efﬁcient inference algorithms for some types of Bayesian networks. This paper explains
the procedure for building a binary probability tree from a given potential, which is similar
to the one employed for building standard probability trees. It also offers a way of pruning
a binary tree in order to reduce its size. This allows us to obtain exact or approximate
results in inference depending on an input threshold. This paper also provides detailed
algorithms for performing the basic operations on potentials (restriction, combination
and marginalization) directly to binary trees. Finally, some experiments are described
where binary trees are used with the variable elimination algorithm to compare the perfor-
mance with that obtained for standard probability trees.
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Bayesian networks are graphical models that can be used to handle uncertainty in probabilistic expert systems. They pro-
vide an efﬁcient representation of joint probability distributions. It is known that exact computation [1] of the posterior
probabilities, given certain evidence, may become unfeasible for large networks. As a consequence, improved algorithms
and methods are continuously proposed to enable exact inference on larger Bayesian networks. For example, in [2] it is pre-
sented an alternative method for improving the time required for accessing the values stored in potentials (and producing
substantial savings in computation time when performing combination, marginalization or addition operations on them);
the paper in [3] describes some improvements to message computation in Lazy propagation. Unfortunately, even with these
improvements inference on complex Bayesian networks may be still unfeasible. This has led to the proposal of different
approximate algorithms. These algorithms provide results in shorter time, albeit inexact. Some of the methods are based
on Monte Carlo simulation, and others rely on deterministic procedures. Some of the deterministic methods use alternative
representations for potentials, such as probability trees [4–6]. This representation offers the possibility to take advantage of
context-speciﬁc independences. Probability trees can be pruned and converted into smaller trees when potentials are too large,
thus facilitating approximate algorithms. In the present paper, we introduce a new kind of probability trees in which the
internal nodes always have two children. They will be called binary probability trees. These trees allow the speciﬁcation of
ﬁne-grained context-speciﬁc independences in more detail than standard trees, and should work better than standard prob-
ability trees for Bayesian networks containing variables with a large number of states.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the problem of probability propagation in
Bayesian networks. Section 3 explains the use of probability trees to obtain a compact representation of the potentials and. All rights reserved.
x: +34 958 243317.
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from a potential, and how they can be approximated by pruning terminal trees; we also show the algorithms for direct appli-
cation of the basic operations with potentials to binary probability trees. These algorithms are very similar to the algorithms
for performing operations in mixed trees (trees with continuous and discrete variables) [7]. Section 5 provides details of the
experimental work. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusions and future work.
2. Probability propagation in Bayesian networks
Let X = {X1, . . . ,Xn} be a set of variables. Let us assume that each variable Xi takes values on a ﬁnite set of states XXi (the
domain of Xi). We shall use xi to denote one of the values of Xi, xi 2 XXi . If I is a set of indices, we shall write XI for the set
{Xiji 2 I}. N = {1, . . . ,n} will denote the set of indices of all the variables in the network; thus X = XN. The Cartesian product
i2IXXi will be denoted by XXI . The elements of XXI are called conﬁgurations of XI and will be represented as xI. We denote
by x#XJI the projection of the conﬁguration xI to the set of variables XJ, XJ # XI.
A mapping from a set XXI into R
þ
0 will be called a potential p for XI. Given a potential p, we denote by s(p) the set of vari-
ables for which p is deﬁned. The process of inference in probabilistic graphical models requires the deﬁnition of two oper-
ations on potentials: combination p1  p2 (multiplication) and marginalization p#XJ (by summing out all the variables not in
XJ). Given a potential p, we denote by sum (p) the addition of all the values of the potential p.
A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph, where each node represents a random event Xi, and the topology of the
graph shows the independence relations between variables according to the d-separation criterion [8]. Each node Xi has a
conditional probability distribution pi(XijP(Xi)) for that variable, given its parents P(Xi).
A Bayesian network determines a joint probability distribution:pðxÞ ¼
Y
i2N
piðxijpðxiÞÞ 8x 2 XX; ð1Þwhere p(xi) is the conﬁguration x marginalized on the parents of Xi: P(Xi).
Let E  XN be the set of observed variables and e 2XE the instantiated value. An algorithm that computes the posterior
distributions p(xije) for each xi 2 XXi , Xi 2 XNnE, is called a propagation algorithm or inference algorithm.
3. Probability trees
Probability trees [9] have been used as a ﬂexible data structure that enables the speciﬁcation of context-speciﬁc indepen-
dences (see [6]) and provides exact or approximate representations of probability potentials. A probability tree T is a directed
labelled tree, in which each internal node represents a variable and each leaf represents a non-negative real number. Each
internal node has one outgoing arc for each state of the variable that labels that node; each state labels one arc. The size of a
tree T , denoted by sizeðT Þ, is deﬁned as its node count.
A probability tree T on variables XI = {Xiji 2 I} represents a potential p : XXI ! Rþ0 if, for each xI 2 XXI , the value p(xI) is the
number stored in the leaf node that is reached by starting from the root node and selecting the child corresponding to coor-
dinate xi for each internal node labelled Xi. We use Lt to denote the label of node t (a variable for an internal node, and a real
number for a leaf). A subtree of T is a terminal tree if it contains only one node labelled with a variable name, and all the
children are numbers (leaf nodes).
A probability tree is usually a more compact representation of a potential than a table, because it allows an inference algo-
rithm to take advantage of context-speciﬁc independences. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, which displays a potential p and its
representation, using a probability tree. This tree shows that the potential is independent of the value of A in the context
{B = b1, C = c2}. The tree contains the same information as the table, but only requires ﬁve values, while the table contains
eight values. Furthermore, trees enable even more compact representations. This is achieved by pruning certain leaves
and replacing them with the average value, as shown in the second tree shown in Fig. 1. The tradeoff is a loss of accuracy.
If T is a probability tree on XI and XJ # XI, we use T RðxJÞ (probability tree restricted to the conﬁguration xJ) to denote the
restriction operation which consists of returning the part of the tree which is consistent with the values of the conﬁguration
xJ 2 XXJ . For example, in the ﬁrst probability tree shown in Fig. 1, T RðB¼b1 ;C¼c1Þ represents the terminal tree enclosed by the
dashed square. This operation is used to deﬁne combination and marginalization operations, as well as for conditioning.Fig. 1. Potential p, its representation as a probability tree and its approximation after pruning several branches.
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a conﬁguration xt for the variables in XtI ;X
t
I #XI , where XI is the set of variables of the potential represented by the proba-
bility tree, and XtI is the set of variables that labels the internal nodes contained in the path from the root node to descendant
node t (excluding node t), that is, XtI is the set of variables labelling the ancestors of t. We say that x
t is the associated con-
ﬁguration for node t.
The basic operations (combination, marginalization) on potentials can be performed directly on probability trees [9].4. Binary probability trees
A binary probability tree BT is similar to a probability tree. It can also be deﬁned as a directed labelled tree, where each
internal node is labelled with a variable, and each leaf is labelled with a non-negative real number. It also allows the repre-
sentation of a potential for a set of variables XI. But in this case, each internal node has always two outgoing arcs, and a var-
iable can label several nodes in the path from the root to a leaf node. Another difference is that, for an internal node labelled
Xi, the outgoing arcs can generally be labelled with more than one state of the domain of Xi, XXi . The size of a binary tree (i.e.,
the number of nodes) is equal to twice the number of leaves minus one. For example, Fig. 2(ii) shows a binary probability tree
for the table in (i). In the ﬁgure, we use a superscript number at each node of the tree, in order to easily identify it. The do-
main of A, XA, is the set of states {a1,a2,a3}, and the domain of B, XB, is the set of states {b1,b2,b3}. This potential can also be
represented with the probability tree shown in Fig. 2(iii). It can be seen that the binary probability tree contains only ﬁve
leaves, whereas the probability tree contains seven. The probability tree shown in Fig. 2(iii) is able to capture a context-spe-
ciﬁc independence: the potential is independent of B when A = a1. The binary tree in Fig. 2(ii) captures the previous indepen-
dence, but it is also able to capture other ﬁne-grained independences. For example, the potential is independent of B when A = a2
and B– b3.
Given a node t of BT , we denote by XtXi (Xi 2 XI, X
t
Xi
#XXi ) the set of available states of Xi at node t. If Xi does not appear in
XtI (set of variables in the ancestors of t), then X
t
Xi
is equal to XXi . If Xi is an ancestor of t, then X
t
Xi
is the set of states that labels
the outgoing branch of Xi (in the last occurrence of Xi in the path from the root to t). For example, at root node (node (1),
labelled with A), we have X1A ¼ fa1; a2; a3g. That is, the available states of A at the root node coincide with its domain. At node
(3),X3A ¼ fa2; a3g. At node (9),X9A ¼ fa3g. XtXi is generally a subset of XXi , fromwhich the states of Xi that do not lie on the path
to t have been removed.
If node t is labelled Xi, then the available states of Xi at node t, X
t
Xi
, will be distributed between two subsets, in order to
label its two outgoing arcs. We denote by Llb(t) and Lrb(t) the labels (two subsets of X
t
Xi
) of the left and right branches of t. We
denote by tl and tr the two children of t.
Another difference between probability trees and binary probability trees is that in the latter the labelling LPt of a path
from the root to a descendant node t determines an extended conﬁguration for the variables in XtI ;X
t
I #XI , rather than a stan-
dard conﬁguration xt. This new concept is required in binary probability trees in order to express that each variable Xi in XI
belongs to a subset of XXi , instead of stating that Xi = xi. An extended conﬁguration denoted by AXI or A (if the set of variables
is known) is a set Ai#XXi for each variable Xi in XI. For example, an extended conﬁguration for the set of variables {A,B} could
be {{a3}, {b1,b2}}. This means that A is a3 and B can be b1 or b2.
We denote by AXtI the associated extended conﬁguration for node t or A
t (if the set of variables is known). It is deﬁned by
considering each variable Xi in the set of variables X
t
I (ancestors of t) with its set of available states at t: X
t
Xi
(all the variables
in the path to t, each with its own set of possible states at t). For example, the extended conﬁguration of the previous par-
agraph, {{a3}, {b1,b2}}, corresponds with the labelling of the path from the root to node (8) in Fig. 2(ii). At node (8), the value
of A is ﬁxed to a3 because of the label of the right branch of node (3), and the value of B belongs to the set {b1,b2} because of
the left branch of node (5).
An extended conﬁguration AXI deﬁnes a set of conﬁgurations SAXI for XI, which is obtained through the Cartesian product
of the subsets of states in AXI . For example, the extended conﬁguration mentioned in the previous paragraphs, {{a3}, {b1,b2}},
determines the set of conﬁgurations {{a3,b1}, {a3,b2}}.4.1. Constructing a binary probability tree
Salmerón, Cano and Moral [9] proposed a methodology for constructing a probability tree T from a potential p. It was
inspired by the methods for inducing classiﬁcation trees, such as Quinlan’s ID3 algorithm [10], which builds a decision treeFig. 2. Representation of potential P(AjB) as a table, a binary probability tree, and a probability tree.
Fig. 3. Expansion of the terminal tree t with the variable B.
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stance of the problem attributes. That is, the leaves of decision trees provide the class for given instances of the attributes.
However a leaf in a probability tree contains a probability value. This means that the measure used as the splitting criterion in
probability trees was speciﬁcally adapted to probabilities. For binary probability trees, we follow a similar methodology,
although the splitting criterion will be adapted to them.
Let p be a potential for a set of variables XI. For a given potential p, it is generally possible to obtain several binary prob-
ability trees, depending on the order assigned to the variables of XI in the internal nodes of the tree, and the distribution at
each internal node of the available variable states over its outgoing arcs.
The deﬁnition of the restriction operation on probability trees must be extended for an arbitrary potential p: If p is a po-
tential for XI and xJ is a conﬁguration for XJ, XJ # XI, we denote by pRðxJÞ the potential p restricted to conﬁguration xJ, which
consists of the part of the potential p consistent with xJ. Furthermore, we denote by p
RðAXJ Þ the potential p restricted to the
extended conﬁguration AXJ , which consists of the part of the potential consistent with one of the conﬁgurations in SAXJ .
For example, restricting the potential in Fig. 2(i) to A = a1 produces a potential which only includes the ﬁrst row in that table;
restricting to the extended conﬁguration {{a2}, {b1,b2}} produces a potential with the ﬁrst two numbers in the second row.
We denote by jpRðxJÞj or jpRðAXJ Þj the number of values in the restricted potential.
The proposed methodology for constructing a binary probability tree BT from a given potential p for the set of variables XI
is very similar to the procedure used to build a probability tree (see [9]). The process begins with a binary probability tree
BT 0 with only one node (a leaf node) labelled with the average of the potential values: Lt ¼
P
xI2XXI
pðxIÞ=jXXI j.
A greedy step is then applied successively until we obtain an exact binary probability tree, or until a given stop criterion is
satisﬁed. At each step, a new binary tree BT jþ1 is obtained from the previous one, BT j. The greedy step requires the choice of
a splitting criterion. It consists of expanding one of the leaf nodes t in BT j with a terminal tree (with t rooting the terminal
tree, and tl and tr as children of t). Node twill be labelled with one of the candidate variables. The set of available states X
t
Xi
of
the chosen candidate variable Xi at node twill be partitioned into two subsets,X
tl
Xi
and XtrXi , to label the two outgoing arcs (left
and right) of t. The two leaf nodes tl and tr (left and right children) in the new terminal tree will be labelled with the average
of p values consistent with the extended conﬁgurations Atl and Atr respectively (the associated extended conﬁgurations for
nodes tl and tr). This process is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the terminal node t in tree BT j is expanded using variable B. The set
of available states of B at node t, XtB ¼ fb1; b2; b3g was partitioned into the sets XtlB ¼ fb1g and XtrB ¼ fb2; b3g.
After applying the previous process, we say that the leaf node t has been expanded with variable Xi and the sets of states
XtlXi and X
tr
Xi
. The result of applying the previous splitting to BT will be denoted by BT ðt;Xi;XtlXi ;X
tr
Xi
Þ. For example, the binary
probability tree in Fig. 2 (ii) was built by selecting A in the ﬁrst splitting (at root node), and the sets of states XtlA ¼ fa1g and
XtrA ¼ fa2; a3g to label the left and right outgoing arcs. A variable Xi 2 XI can be a candidate variable to expand a leaf node t if it
contains more than one state in its set of available states at node t, XtXi .
The choice of the splitting criterion requires a distance to measure the goodness of the approximation of a binary prob-
ability tree BT for a given potential, p. If we denote by BT and p the probability distributions (normalized potentials) pro-
portional to BT and p, respectively, then the distance from a binary tree BT to a potential p is measured using the Kullback–
Leibler divergence [11]:Dðp;BT Þ ¼
X
xI2XXI
pðxIÞ log
pðxIÞ
BT ðxIÞ
: ð2ÞKullback–Leibler’s divergence is always positive or zero. It is equal to zero if BT provides an exact representation of po-
tential p. For the selection of a splitting criterion, we propose following the same methodology used for constructing prob-
ability trees (see [9]), adapted to binary probability trees. So, we propose the following splitting criterion.
Splitting criterion: Let p be the potential being represented and BT j the binary tree in step j of the greedy algorithm and t
a leaf node, then node t can be expanded with the candidate variable Xi and a partition of its available states X
t
Xi
into sets XtlXi
and XtrXi if Xi and the partition of X
t
Xi
maximizes the following expression:Iðt;Xi;XtlXi ;X
tr
Xi
Þ ¼ Dðp;BT jÞ  Dðp;BT jðt;Xi;XtlXi ;X
tr
Xi
ÞÞ: ð3ÞThis expression represents the information gain obtained for the current binary tree BT j after performing the mentioned
expansion on leaf node t. It is immediate to see that Iðt;Xi;XtlXi ;X
tr
Xi
ÞP 0. By maximizing Iðt;Xi;XtlXi ;X
tr
Xi
Þ, we manage to min-
imize Kullback–Leibler’s distance to potential p.
In our experiments (Section 5) we will not check every possible partition of XtXi into X
tl
Xi
and XtrXi , because this would be a
very time-consuming task. We always assume that the set of available states for Xi at node t is ordered, X
t
Xi
¼ fx1; . . . ; xng. So,
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tl
Xi
¼ fx1; . . . ; xjg and XtrXi ¼ fxjþ1; . . . ; xng, for each
j 2 [1,n  1]. The set of states is naturally ordered when they result from the discretization of a continuous variable. In cases
where the set of states is not naturally ordered, our algorithmmust take an arbitrary order in order to create the partitions of
the set of states. In this way, we do not explore all the possible partitions. For that reason, our procedure can be considered as
the computation of an approximate partition.
Proposition 1. The information gain (expression (3)) obtained by expanding node t with the variable Xi and a partition of its set of
available states into XtlXi and X
tr
Xi
can be calculated in the following way:Iðt;Xi;XtlXi ;X
tr
Xi
Þ ¼ 1
sumðpÞ ðsumðp
RðAtÞÞ  logðjXtXi j=sumðpRðA
tÞÞÞ þ sumðpRðAtl ÞÞ  logðsumðpRðAtl ÞÞ=jXtlXi jÞÞ
þ sumðpRðAtr ÞÞ  logðsumðpRðAtr ÞÞ=jXtrXi jÞÞÞ: ð4ÞProof. The proof of this Proposition can be found in Appendix A. h
The factor 1/sum(p) can be discarded from the calculus of the information gain (formula (4)) when applying the splitting
criterion, because it is constant for all the variables in the potential. It should be noted that the information only depends on
the values of the potential which are consistent with node t, and, therefore, it can be locally computed.
The methodology explained in this section for building a binary probability tree can also be used to reorder the variables
or the split sets of a binary tree resulting from an operation of combination or marginalization. This enables us to move the
most informative variables to the upper levels of the tree.
4.2. Pruning binary probability trees
If we need to reduce the size of a binary probability tree, we can apply the same pruning process used for probability trees.
A pruning in a binary probability tree consists of replacing a terminal tree by the average of values that the terminal tree
represents. For example, if we wish to prune the terminal tree rooted by node (4) in the binary tree of Fig. 2(ii), we must
replace it by (0.45 + 0.45 + 0.2)/3. The pruning of a tree representing a conditional distribution may return a tree that does
not represent a conditional distribution. This happens in the previous example. But often, inference algorithms for Bayesian
networks do not rely on the fact that every potential is always representing a probability distribution (where the values add
up to 1.0 for each conﬁguration of the parents variables). Although this is so at the beginning, it is not true for the interme-
diate stages of the inference process. Some potentials will represent conditional probabilities, but others will represent like-
lihoods or combination of likelihoods and conditional probabilities. Next, we describe the condition to prune a terminal tree:
Pruning of a terminal tree: Let BT be a binary probability tree, t the root of a terminal tree labelled with the variable Xi, tl
and tr its child nodes, X
tl
Xi
and XtrXi the sets of states that label left and right branches, respectively, and D a given threshold,
DP 0, this terminal tree can be pruned if:Iðt;Xi;XtlXi ;X
tr
Xi
Þ 6 D: ð5ÞIn the previous deﬁnition, I is calculated using expression (4). In this case, the potential p in expression (4) is the binary
tree BT to be pruned. Again, the information can be locally computed at node t in the current binary tree. The goal of the
pruning involves detecting leaves that can be replaced by one value without a big increment in Kullback–Leibler’s divergence
of the potential represented by BT before and after pruning. Here, I is considered as the information loss produced in the cur-
rent binary tree if the terminal tree rooted by node t is pruned.
This pruning process can be repeated until BT contains no terminal trees verifying condition (5). If D = 0, an exact binary
probability tree will be obtained: a terminal tree t will be pruned only if Ltl ¼ Ltr .
4.3. Operations with binary probability trees
Inference algorithms require three operations on potentials: restriction, combination and marginalization. Herein we de-
scribe them for binary probability trees.
The operation of restriction of a binary tree to a conﬁguration xJ is trivial. If BT is a binary probability on XI and xJ a con-
ﬁguration for the set of variables XJ, XJ # XI, BT RðxJ Þ ðBT Þ restricted to conﬁguration xJ) can be calculated with the sameFig. 4. Restriction of tree of Fig. 2(ii) to the conﬁguration B = b3.
Fig. 5. Restriction of tree of Fig. 2(ii) to the extended conﬁguration A 2 {a1,a2}.
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BT every node t labelled with a variable Xk, Xk 2 XJ, with the subtree BT k (children of t) consistent with the value of Xk in xJ.
For example, in Fig. 2 (ii), if we restrict to the conﬁguration B = b3, we get the tree shown in Fig. 4.
For binary trees, we must extend the previous deﬁnition of restriction operation to an extended conﬁguration AXJ , which
means returning the part of the tree consistent with one of the conﬁgurations in set SAXJ . This operation is easy to specify if
we ﬁrst deﬁne the restriction of BT to a set of states SXj (SXj #XXj ) of variable Xj, denoted by BT
RðSXj Þ. It can be obtained with
Algorithm 1. As an example, Fig. 5 shows the tree of Fig. 2(ii) restricted to the extended conﬁguration A 2 {a1,a2}.Algorithm 1 is again recursive and it also traverses the tree from root to leaves. The inputs of the algorithm are the root of
BT , Xj (variable to restrict) and SXj (set of states of Xj to be restricted). It returns the root node of BT
RðSXj Þ. In step 2, if the
visited node is labelled Xj (the variable to be restricted), we calculate in step 3 two sets of states: S
l
Xj
and SrXj . They are cal-
culated as the intersection of the current sets of states that label the left and right branches of Xj (Llb(t) and Lrb(t)) with SXj (set
of states of Xj to restrict). S
l
Xj
and SrXj will be used (in step 9) as the new labels for the left and right branches of Xj. For example,
let’s suppose the tree in Fig. 2 (ii) is being restricted to A 2 {a1,a2}; if we are visiting node (1), SlA ¼ fa1g and SrA ¼ fa2g. So,
these two sets will be used as the new labels of the left and right branches of node (1). The new left and right children of
node t are recursively calculated in steps 10 and 11.
The if and else clauses of steps 4 and 6 deal with particular cases where SlXj or S
r
Xj
is the empty set. In such cases, node t is
replaced by the root of a new tree that is calculated recursively in steps 5 or 7. For example, suppose the tree in Fig. 2(ii) is
being restricted to A 2 {a2,a3}. If we are visiting node (1), SlA ¼ ; and SrA ¼ fa2; a3g. So, node (1) will be replaced with the root
of the tree calculated in step 5 (this tree is the one rooted by node (3)).
The else clause in step 12 deals with the case where the visited node is labelled with another variable (not Xj). In this case,
node t and the labels of its branches remain intact in the new tree. Two recursive calls are done in steps 13 and 14 to cal-
culate the new children of t.
The restriction of a binary tree to an extended conﬁguration AXJ , BT RðAXJ Þ, can be performed by repeating Algorithm 1 for
each variable in XJ. The combination of two probability trees BT 1 and BT 2, BT 1 BT 2, can be achieved with Algorithm 2.
The inputs of the algorithm are the roots of BT 1 and BT 2. It returns the root node (t) of BT 1 BT 2. This algorithm is again
recursive. The combination process is illustrated in Fig. 6. There are three possible scenarios (processed in the if or else
clauses of steps 3, 5 and 10).
Fig. 6. Combination of two binary trees.
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ber). This is the scenario in step (iii) of the example shown in Fig. 6. In this case the algorithm calculates the label of t (Lt)
as the product of the two numbers.
 Step 5 deals with the case where BT 1 is only a number and BT 2 is a tree where the root node is labelled with a variable.
This is the scenario in step (ii) of the example shown in Fig. 6. In this case, the label of the root node (t2) of BT 2 is used as
the label of t (root of BT ) in step 6. The labels of the branches of t2, (Llb(t2) and Lrb(t2)) are also used as the labels of the
branches of t in step 7. Finally, the children of t are recursively calculated in steps 8 and 9. The left child is calculated using
the combination of BT 1 and the left child of BT 2. The right child is calculated in a similar way.
 Step 10 deals with the general case where BT 1 and BT 2 are trees with root nodes labelled with a variable. This is the
scenario in step (i) of the example shown in Fig. 6. In this case, the label of the root node (t1) of BT 1 is used as the label
of t in step 12. The labels of the branches of t1 (Llb(t1) and Lrb(t1)) are also used as the labels of the branches of t in step 13.
Finally, the children of t are recursively calculated in steps 14 and 15. The left child is calculated with the combination of
the left child of BT 1 (its root node is t1l) and BT 2 restricted to the conﬁguration where Xj (variable labelling node t1)
belongs to the set of states that labels the left branch of t1, BT 2RðXj ;Llbðt1ÞÞ. Note that BT 2RðXj ;Llbðt1ÞÞ can be calculated with
Algorithm 1. The right child is calculated in a similar way.
Given a binary tree BT representing a potential p deﬁned for a set of variables XI, Algorithm 3 returns a binary tree
BT #XInfXjg for potential p#XInfXjg. This algorithm must be called using jXXj j as the input parameter f. In recursive calls to the
algorithm, f will be set to the number of available states of Xj at current node of the tree. This algorithm uses the
sumðBT 1;BT 2Þ algorithm, which is not included here. It consists of the same steps as the Combine algorithm, but replacing
the product with addition in step 4. Algorithm 3 is recursive too, and it also traverses the tree from root to leaves, like the
restriction algorithm. The inputs of the algorithm are the root of BT , Xj (variable to be removed from the tree) and a real
Fig. 7. Marginalizing out variable A.
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ization is illustrated in Fig. 7. The tree is deﬁned on the set {A,B} and we are going to sum out variable A. There are three
possible scenarios in the algorithm (processed in the if or else clauses of steps 1, 5, and 9) depending on the visited node t: If node t contains a real number (t is a leaf node), the label of the returned node (tn) is calculated in step 3 as the product
of that real number and f.
 If node t is labelled with Xj, BT #XInfXjg is calculated in step 8 as the sum of the two children of t. This is the scenario in step
(i) of the example shown in Fig. 7. Since Xj can also appear in the children of t, it is necessary to recursively call this algo-
rithm to eliminate Xj from the children (steps 6 and 7). This scenario happens in step (ii) of the example shown in Fig. 7
(variable A is still in the tree). In these recursive calls, the parameter f is set to the number of states of Xj labelling the left
and right branches of t (jLlb(t)j and jLrb(t)j). In the example, in steps (iii) and (iv) the Sum algorithm is applied.
 If node t is labelled with another variable (not Xj), the label of t is used as the label of the new node tn (step 11). The labels
of the branches of t, (Llb(t) and Lrb(t)) are also used as the labels of the branches of tn (step 12). The left and right children
are then recursively calculated in steps 13 and 14.
5. Experiments
We have conducted some experiments using two Bayesian networks (Alarm and Mildew1) in order to compare standard
probability trees versus binary trees. We have selected these two networks due to their features: they both contain approxi-
mately the same number of variables (37 for Alarm and 35 for Mildew), but their domain sizes are quite different: for the Alarm
network, the domain sizes range from 2 to 4 (being 2.84 the average); by contrast, for the Mildew network the sizes oscillate1 They can be downloaded from http://compbio.cs.huji.ac.il/Repository/Datasets/alarm/alarm.htm and http://compbio.cs.huji.ac.il/Repository/Datasets/
mildew/mildew.htm respectively.
A. Cano et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 52 (2011) 49–62 57between 3 and 100 (being 17.6 the average). As a consequence, the sizes of the conditional probability distributions for these
networks are very dissimilar too (between 2 and 108 for Alarm (the average size is 20.8) and between 3 and 280,000 for Mildew
(with an average size of 15633.1)). Binary probability trees are supposed to offer a good alternative for dealing with variables
which have large domains.
We have adapted Variable Elimination algorithm (see Algorithm 4) for using both binary trees and standard probability
trees. This is one of the most popular algorithms for computing a posteriori information using local computation. It was inde-
pendently proposed by Shafer and Shenoy [12], Zhang and Poole [13] and Dechter [14]. In our version (Algorithm 4), the set
of potentials is transformed into binary trees (step 1) using the procedure described in Section 4.1. The evidence (if available)
is incorporated with restriction operations (step 2, with the method described in Section 4.3 and Fig. 4). Step 3 consists of
pruning the trees in order to reduce their sizes as much as possible. The loop (step 4) deletes a variable in each iteration. The
combination of trees containing the variable to be removed is performed in step 6 (the way to compute it is described in
Algorithm 2). The resulting tree is marginalized to discard the variable to be removed (step 7, using marginalization as de-
scribed in Algorithm 3). Steps 8 and 9 reorder the variables of the tree (as it was described in Section 4.1) and prune it respec-
tively. Finally, the resulting trees (all of them will be deﬁned only on the variable of interest) are combined to produce a
single (step 11), normalized (step 12) tree.An equivalent adaptation is used for standard probability trees. The main difference between them is the method used for
computing the information gain produced by sorting and pruning the trees (it is based on the same concept, but it must be
computed with a different expression due to the structure differences). This is explained in Salmerón et al. [9].
Each run of Algorithm 4 produces an approximate posterior distribution for a variable. The accuracy of the approxima-
tion is controlled through a D parameter (with values in the interval [0.0,0.1] for Alarm and [0.0,0.02] for Mildew). There-
fore, given a network and a kind of tree, the posterior distributions for every variable is computed taking into account
every possible value for the D parameter. The errors of the posterior distributions are computed using Kullback–Leibler’s
divergence (see Expression (2)). The runs performed with D = 0 give us the exact results. In order to plot the results, we
have computed the average error for every D value (that is, this average considers the errors obtained when computing the
posterior distributions for all the variables in the network). The same is done with the largest tree sizes obtained during
the propagation.
Fig. 8(i) shows the errors obtained for the Alarm network. The X-axis represents the threshold employed; the value of D
and Y-axis represent the average error (computed over all the variables of the network as explained before). Fig. 8(ii) plots
the comparison between largest tree sizes (X-axis) and errors (Y-axis). It can be seen that given a certain level of error, the
largest tree size is smaller for binary trees. For example, achieving an error of 0.01 requires trees of about 400 and 825 nodes
for standard and binary trees respectively. In the experiments we have considered the number of nodes instead of the num-
ber of leaves because this measure gives more information about the real size of the data structure required for supporting
both kind of trees. The computation time does not depend on D values and are very similar for the Alarm network: about
0.34 ms for standard trees and about 0.36 ms for binary trees.
The equivalent graphics are included for the Mildew network. In this case we have performed more experiments
introducing evidence on ﬁve variables. Fig. 9 contains this information without evidence (i) and with evidence (ii). It
can be seen that using binary trees produces larger errors (the introduction of evidence on a small number of variables
does not have a noticeable impact on the results). For the Mildew network, the graphics comparing errors and sizes are
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Fig. 9. Average KL errors versus pruning threshold (without evidence (i) and with evidence (ii)) for the Mildew network.
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Fig. 10. KL errors versus maximum tree size for the Mildew network using binary probability trees (i) and standard trees (ii) (without evidence).
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Fig. 11. KL errors versus maximum tree size for the Mildew network using binary probability trees (i) and standard trees (ii) (with evidence).
A. Cano et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 52 (2011) 49–62 59separated due to the different scales for X-axis: Fig. 10 (without evidence) and Fig. 11 (with evidence). In these graphics
it is noticeable the reduction in size of the trees given a certain error. Without evidence, the error of 0.001 corresponds
to a tree size of 286,289 nodes in the case of normal trees and with a size of only 2869 nodes when using binary trees.
Therefore, the same error is achieved but with a very important reduction in size of the trees. The tradeoff is a higher
computation time: an average time of about 17 ms for normal trees and about 365 ms for binary trees. Therefore, we can
conclude that propagating with binary trees produces a signiﬁcant reduction in the amount of memory required,
although it increases the computation times.
The previous results can also be compared with the traditional table-based representation of potentials. Using tables
for representing potentials and employing the same elimination sequences used with both types of trees, the largest po-
tential size (number of conﬁgurations in the potential) is 752 for the Alarm network and 548,112 for the Mildew network.
Thus, when exact propagation is performed (D = 0.0) with binary trees there are signiﬁcant savings in potential sizes as
well.
6. Conclusions and future work
In the present paper, we have introduced a new type of probability trees for representing the potentials in a Bayesian
network: Binary Probability Trees. We have described a procedure for building a binary probability tree from a given
potential which is similar to the method used for probability trees. We have also provided detailed algorithms for per-
forming the basic operations on potentials (restriction, combination and marginalization) directly with binary trees. And
we have provided a way of pruning binary trees to reduce their size, based on a D parameter. If D = 0, the inference
algorithm returns exact results. If smaller trees are required, a D > 0 can be used, although the results obtained will
be approximate.
Experiments show that binary trees are a promising tool. The accuracy of the approximation can be controlled through
the D parameter. Propagation with binary trees (instead of standard probability trees) requires smaller trees and returns
smaller errors (KL divergence). This conﬁrms that binary trees are able to capture ﬁne-grained context-speciﬁc independenc-
es in more detail than probability trees.
As regards future directions of research, we intend to study the behaviour of binary trees for other Bayesian networks
with more variables, and in more complex structures. Moreover, we will adapt other propagation algorithms for Bayesian
networks to use binary trees. We also believe that binary trees can be applied to other problems, such as inﬂuence diagrams
evaluation, propagation in credal networks and supervised classiﬁcation.
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Proof. Let p be a potential on the set of variables XI. Suppose that at step jwe have a tree BT j where we are going to expand
node t to obtain BT jþ1 (see Fig. 3). Before expanding node t in BT j and according to expression (2), the Kullback–Leibler
divergence can be calculated in the following way:Dðp;BT jÞ ¼ K þ
X
x
#Xt
I
I
2SAt
pðxIÞ log
pðxIÞ
BT jðxIÞ
: ðA:1ÞHere, the summation corresponds to the divergence of the part of the potentials consistent with node t. x#X
t
I
I 2 SAt deﬁnes
the conﬁgurations of variables of the potentials consistent with node t. K is a constant that corresponds to the part which is
not consistent with t. As p and BT j are obtained normalizing p and BT j respectively, formula (A.1) can be further expanded:K þ
X
x
#Xt
I
I
2SAt
pðxIÞ
sumðpÞ log
pðxIÞ=sumðpÞ
BT jðxIÞ=sumðpÞ ¼ K þ
X
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#Xt
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I
2SAt
pðxIÞ
sumðpÞ log
pðxIÞ
BT jðxIÞ1/sum(p) can be factored out from the summation, since it is a constant:K þ 1
sumðpÞ
X
x
#Xt
I
I 2SAt
pðxIÞ log pðxIÞBT jðxIÞ : ðA:2ÞLet us assume that fXt1; . . . ;Xtkg is the set of variables with more than one available state at node t (either Xi does not lie on
the path to t or jXXi j > 1). Since the potential represented by tree BT j assigns the average of p values consistent with t to all
the conﬁgurations consistent with t, formula (A.2) can be further expanded:K þ 1
sumðpÞ
X
x
#Xt
I
I 2SAt
pðxIÞ log pðxIÞ
sumðpRðAtÞÞ=ðjXtX1 j  jX
t
X2
j . . . jXtXk jÞ
:In the previous expression, the summation of p(xI)  logp(xI) is the entropy of p (restricted to the conﬁgurations consistent
with At):K þ 1
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   sumðpRðAtÞÞ log sumðpRðAtÞÞÞ: ðA:3Þ
Let us assume, without loss of generality, that X1 is the chosen variable for expanding node t in BT j. Again, according to
expression (2), the Kullback–Leibler divergence after expanding t D p;BT j t;X1;XtlX1 ;X
tr
X1
   
can be calculated in the fol-
lowing way:K þ
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:The two main summations correspond to the part of the potentials consistent with the left and right children of t (tl and
tr). Again, as p and BT jþ1 are obtained normalizing p and BT jþ1 respectively, the previous expression can be further expanded
with:
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Leibler’s divergence after expanding node t) is:1
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